
World Medical Relief

Ambulance Acquisition Program Query Form 

We are now able to offer Ambulances (gas and when available diesel) and non-reworked and refurbished stretchers to our clients.  The 

ambulances go from new to used. All vehicles are pre-checked before being sent out and pass a basic inspection.  We acquire for you 

the best possible value available at the time of request within your budget. 

Date of query ____/____/____ 

Name __________________ 

Country________________ 

Position________________ 

Quantity of Vehicles desired _______ 

Provide custom clearance guidelines for ambulance entry into your country? 

 Vehicle(s) must be 10 years or newer

 Vehicle(s) can be 11-15 years or newer

Budget 

Cost vary depending on the mileage, condition of the ambulance, and the amount of work put into vehicle bringing it up to minimum 

standard 

Range per vehicle: 

 $25-35,000 USD

 $35-50,000 USD

 Above $50,000

 Other (Please specify your range  $____________________________

Ambulance(s) 

Our promise is to acquire on your behalf a new or used equipment in its existing condition with decent tires, all light working, new 

battery, air conditioning, suction unit, descent seats, minimized body damage (bumps, rust, worn rubber), and sanitized 

Type of ambulance 

 Type I - is a modular ambulance with a pick-up truck nose with a cabin chassis and duel rear wheels.  It is a heavy duty

truck that needs some more clearance for a u-turn or k-turn. It is available on a F-350 or F-450 Ford Chassis - These are

diesel only.

 Type II - is a van based ambulance with little modifications except for a raised roof. Its use is for basic life support and

transfer of patients (recommend style ambulance due to its ability to fit in a 40’ ft. container)

 Type III - three types - check the one(s) you want

 Modular ambulance with a van cab and chassis providing a softer ride.  Is available in gas and diesel  The chassis are

a Ford E-350 for the small box and has a 138" wheel base and a 140" box.  Small mod is gas only and available from

2011 and 2012.  Can be order in multiple unit potential.  Has a 11,000 pound pay load

 Modular ambulance with a van cab and chassis providing a softer ride.  Is available in gas and diesel  The chassis are

a Ford E-350 (long mod) has a 158" wheel and a 160" box available from 2011 and 2012 gas only. Can be order in

multiple unit potential.  Has a 11,800 pound pay load

 Chassis is a E-450 with a 158" wheel base and a 14,500 pound payload.  Has a 170" box with high headroom and is

available in 2010 and down in diesel only.  Can be used as a mobile or highway response unit.

Type engine 

 Diesel  Gas  Diesel or Gas

Ages of ambulance(s) 

 New

 Refurbished

 3-5  years old

 5-6  years old

 7-8   years old

 9-10 years old

List any other specifications   ______________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Stretchers 

Refurbished Ambulance Stretcher(s) 

 Basic stretcher not reworked = $600-1,500 USD

 Reworked basic stretcher = $1,200 - 2,500 USD

 Power Stretcher (battery operated)

 Basic reworked stretcher $6,000 - 9,000 USD

 New basic stretcher $14,000-20,000 USD

Payment Process 

 Electronic fund transfer

 Other______________
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